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ABSTRACT We have carried out two nanosecond-length molecular dynamics simulations on a DNA oligomer, d(GCGTA-
AAAAAAACGC)2, which contains a weak binding site for the TATA-box binding protein. An analysis of the resulting trajectories
shows that this oligomer behaves differently from a related oligomer [d(GCGTATATAAAACGC)2] studied earlier using the
same protocol (Flatters, D., M. Young, D. L. Beveridge, and R. Lavery. 1997. Conformational properties of the TATA-box
binding sequence of DNA. J. Biomol. Struct. & Dyn. 14:757–765), and which contains a strong binding site for the same
protein. The two basepair mutations that relate these oligomers lead to significant changes in time-averaged structure and
in dynamic behavior, which extend over entire length of the oligomer and appear to be compatible with the experimentally
observed decrease of binding and functional activity. These results suggest that molecular dynamics simulations, taking into
account explicit solvent and counterions, and avoiding the truncation of electrostatic interactions, are a powerful tool for
investigating the indirect aspects of protein-nucleic acid recognition.
INTRODUCTION
It is now becoming generally accepted that nucleic acids
play a more active role in the formation of protein-nucleic
acid complexes than was originally supposed. In the case of
DNA, protein recognition goes well beyond the simple
location of appropriate hydrogen bonding sites on the bases
within the grooves of the double helix. It also involves more
subtle and indirect elements, which bring into play the fine
structure, flexibility, and dynamic properties of the double
helix as a function of its base sequence. These aspects of the
recognition process are, however, much more difficult to
characterize and to predict than so-called direct sequence
readouts.
Today, molecular dynamics simulations in realistic sol-
vent and counterion environments are becoming a powerful
technique to address such problems. We have recently used
such simulations to investigate the behavior of a DNA
oligomer containing a strong binding site for the TATA-box
binding protein (TBP). This protein, which is the DNA
binding element of the factor TF11D, plays an important
role in the first stages of eukaryotic transcription. It is also
a good candidate for probing DNA structural properties
since a number of crystallographic studies (Kim et al.,
1993a, b; Kim and Burley, 1994; Juo et al., 1996) have
shown that its interaction with DNA leads to very important
deformations. These structural changes involve a local tran-
sition to a form close to that of A-DNA, but differing by
strong positive basepair inclination (Guzikevich-Guerstein
and Shakked, 1996). This is coupled to a dramatic widening
of the minor groove at the site of protein binding and to an
overall bend of 90°.
We have recently shown that these changes can be repro-
duced by stretching the protein binding region of DNA by
its 3-ends, locally creating a ribbonlike conformation (Leb-
run et al., 1997). This implies that the protein can exert a
stretching force on the double helix and probe its mechan-
ical response in the same way that has been achieved in
nanomanipulation experiments on polymeric DNA (Cluzel
et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996; Lebrun and Lavery, 1996).
To understand more about the intrinsic properties of
DNA containing a TBP binding site, we recently carried out
nanosecond scale molecular dynamics simulations on 15-
nucleotide-long oligomer d(GCGTATATAAAACGC)2.
This sequence is related to that used in the crystallographic
studies from the Sigler group (Kim et al., 1993b) and
contains the TATATAAA binding site at its center. (The
duplex region used in the crystallographic study was ex-
tended by a total of three GC basepairs to improve the
stability of the oligomer during our simulations and to
reduce the impact of end effects within the TBP binding
region.) This study (Flatters et al., 1997a), was carried out
using AMBER version 4.1 (Weiner et al., 1986; Cornell et
al., 1995) in the presence of explicit solvent and counterions
and using particle mesh Ewald summations to avoid the
simple truncation of electrostatic interactions (Darden et al.,
1993; Cheatham et al., 1995). It led to unexpected results.
Starting from a canonical B-DNA conformation, the center
of this oligomer underwent a spontaneous transition to a
conformation between that of A-DNA and that of the DNA
observed in the TBP-DNA co-crystals. These changes in-
volved both important modifications in sugar pucker and
helical parameters and strong transient bending toward the
central major groove. A partial transition from B-DNA
toward an A-like conformation was particularly unexpected
in the light of recent simulations using AMBER 4.1 with
very similar protocols, which showed that DNA oligomers
with other sequences remained stable in B-like conforma-
tions (Duan et al., 1997; Young et al., 1997; Young and
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Beveridge, 1997), or could even undergo spontaneous A-
to-B transitions (Cheatham and Kollman, 1996).
Our study therefore suggested that the oligomer contain-
ing a strong TBP binding site had rather special dynamic
properties that predisposed it toward binding the protein and
undergoing the necessary structural deformations. To test
this result, we decided to carry out simulations on a modi-
fied sequence that binds TBP much more weakly. We chose
to make these modifications small in order to test the
sensitivity of the simulation protocol. Our sequence muta-
tions were limited to two TA pairs at positions 6 and 8 of the
original oligomer that were modified into AT pairs. This led
to the 15-mer d(GCGTAAAAAAAACGC)2, which con-
tains a very weak TBP binding site, TAAAAAAA. Exper-
imentally, as shown in Table 1, this sequence leads to a TBP
complex with a lifetime more than two orders of magnitude
shorter than that of the strong site, bends DNA by 34°,
and leads to an important reduction in transcriptional activ-
ity with TBP or TF11D (Starr et al., 1995; Wobbe and
Struhl, 1990).
We have performed two-nanosecond-long simulations on
this new oligomer and have indeed found that two punctual
changes in sequence lead to clearly modified average con-
formation and dynamic behavior which are, moreover, com-
patible with weaker TBP binding.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Starting conformations
Starting B-DNA conformations for the 15-mer d(GCGTAAAAAAAACGC)2
(termed S2, see Table 2) were generated by energy minimization using the
internal/helicoidal variable program JUMNA (Lavery et al., 1995). Solvent
and counterion electrostatic damping were introduced via a sigmoidal
distance-dependent dielectric function and halved phosphate charges (La-
very et al., 1995; Hingerty et al., 1985). After minimization, this structure
contained only C2-endo sugar conformations. Since our previous study of
the strong TBP binding sequence d(GCGTATATAAAACGC)2 (S1)
showed a tendency to adopt an A-like conformation in the TBP binding site
(underlined), we repeated the strategy used earlier and generated a second
starting conformation by forcing the sugars of the underlined zone of the
S2 oligomer to adopt C3-endo puckers [as in the crystallographic TBP-
DNA complexes, the 3-terminal sugars of the binding site region were left
in C2-endo conformations (Kim et al., 1993b)].
These starting conformations, termed respectively “B” and “BAB,”
were then introduced into AMBER and 28 Na counterions were added to
neutralize the net phosphate charges. The position of these ions was
energetically optimized using a Monte Carlo procedure (Jayaram et al.,
1990; Young et al., 1997), again employing a sigmoidal dielectric function.
The system was then solvated so that there was a roughly 15-Å-thick layer
of water around DNA (ions were initially located roughly 3–11 Å from
DNA). This led to boxes of dimension roughly 80 Å  50 Å  50 Å
containing 4500 TIP3P water molecules (Jorgensen, 1981; Jorgensen et
al., 1983, see Table 2 for details). These systems were energy minimized
for roughly 2000 cycles using a combination of steepest descent and
conjugate gradient algorithms and applying periodic boundary conditions.
Electrostatic energy was calculated using the particle mesh Ewald sum-
mation with a 1-Å grid spacing and a 106 convergence criterion (Darden
et al., 1993; Cheatham et al., 1995). Lennard-Jones interactions were
truncated at 9.0 Å. During the energy minimization, the conformation of
the oligomer and the position of the counterions were maintained with
harmonic restraints. The force constants used for this purpose were dimin-
ished as the minimization progressed. The final 500 cycles of minimization
were performed without restraints.
Dynamics simulations
Calculations were performed with the AMBER 4.1 program (Weiner et al.,
1986; Pearlman et al., 1995) using the PARM 94 force field (Cornell et al.,
1995). It is remarked that, using the same implicit solvent model described
above, this new force field leads to very similar conformations for the
canonical forms of DNA as those obtained with the FLEX force field of
JUMNA (Flatters et al., 1997b).
For each of the minimized systems, heating to 300 K was carried out
during 5 ps, rescaling the velocities as necessary (up to 150 K) and then
coupling the system to a heat bath using the Berendsen algorithm (Be-
rendsen et al., 1984). During heating, harmonic restraints were imposed on
the atomic positions of the oligomer and the sodium counterions. After an
equilibration period of 5 ps at 300 K, these restraints were then slowly
relaxed over a period of 25 ps until a free system was achieved. From this
phase onward the simulation was performed under NPT conditions. A final
equilibration of the system was carried out for a further 5 ps, regularly
removing the overall translation and rotation of the oligomer (every 0.2 ps).
All bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms were restrained using the
SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al., 1977; van Gunsteren and Berendsen,
1977) and a time step of 2 fs was used. The total duration of the two
simulations was respectively 1.11 ns and 0.96 ns. We also remark that since
our earlier publication (Flatters et al., 1997a), the two simulations per-
formed on the S1 oligomer have both been slightly extended to reach 1.0
ns. In discussing the present simulations and comparing them with our
earlier results we will use the nomenclature given in Table 2.
TABLE 1 Experimental properties of the two binding
sequences studied
Sequence
Bending
(°)
Lifetime
(min)
Relative
transcription
TATATAA 106 185 0.73
0.77
TAAAAAA 34 1 0.11
0.01
Relative transcriptional activity was measured with respect to 1.0 for the
sequence TATAAAA using yeast TBP (Starr et al., 1995) or yeast TF11D
(Wobbe and Struhl, 1990).
TABLE 2 Notation used to describe the dynamic trajectories and details of the systems simulated
Simulation Sequence Box size (Å) No. of Waters Duration (ns)
S1-B GCGTATATAAAACGC 80  45  45 4441 1.00
S1-BAB " 80  48  42 4344 1.00
S2-B GCGTAAAAAAAACGC 80  48  48 4601 1.11
S2-BAB " 80  45  48 4619 0.96
Mixed sugar pucker starting conformations involved C3-endo sugars for the underlined nucleotides (excluding the terminal 3 nucleotides).
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Analysis
Conformations resulting from each simulation were stored at intervals of 1
ps and were analyzed using CURVES (Lavery and Sklenar, 1989). The
results presented here include both local variables (which describe the
relative position of successive basepair steps) and global variables (which
relate the basepairs to an overall, optionally curved, helical axis). The
helical axis calculated with CURVES consists of a helical reference system
for each basepair level. These systems comprise a reference point Pi and
three orthogonal vectors, the helical axis vector Ui, the pseudodyad axis Vi
(pointing into the major groove), and a final vector Wi, roughly aligned
with the long axis of the basepairs and pointing toward the phosphodiester
backbone. Overall helical bending is described by calculating the angle
formed between the first and last helical axis vectors of the oligonucleotide.
In order to verify that this angle was not strongly influenced by perturba-
tions of the terminal basepairs, we made an alternative calculation based on
the angle between the vectors formed by the reference points P1-P2 and
PN-1-PN. These two calculations agreed to within 5°.
To describe bending direction, we constructed a vector running between
the terminal reference points P1 and PN and then, at each basepair level,
calculated the point at which this vector intersected the plane defined by Vi
and Wi. The direction of this intersection with respect to the Vi axis
(measured in a right-handed sense around Ui) gave the bending direction in
the local frame (see Fig. 1). Values close to zero consequently imply
bending into the major groove, while values close to 180° imply bending
into the minor groove.
RESULTS
We present the results concerning the S2 sequence by
looking first at the overall conformation of the oligomer
during the two simulations we have carried out, and then by
moving to finer conformational details and to deformations
such as helix bending. Each section includes a comparison
with the corresponding results on the S1 sequence.
RMSD analysis of the trajectories
We begin by considering the overall helical conformation
obtained during the simulations of the S2 oligomer. In our
earlier article, on the S1 oligomer, we used RMSD calcu-
lations with respect to canonical A- and B-DNA conforma-
tions to show that the S1-B trajectory drifted away from the
B-form and toward the A-form, whereas the S1-BAB tra-
jectory, with C3-endo sugars in the binding site region,
appeared to be more stable and stayed closer to the A form
(Flatters et al., 1997a). The corresponding results for the S2
oligomer (and for the extended trajectories of S1) are given
in Fig. 2. These results show several important points. For
FIGURE 1 Bending magnitude and direction are measured with respect
to the pseudodyad vector at basepair level i (pointing into the major
groove), using the intersection of the P1-PN vector with the ViWi plane
passing through Pi.
FIGURE 2 RMSD values (in Å
and limited to non-hydrogen atoms)
along the trajectories of the S1 and
S2 oligomers, measured with respect
to canonical B-DNA (solid lines) and
A-DNA forms (dotted lines).
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S2-B, as for S1-B, there is a relatively uniform drift away
from the B form and toward the A form. With both se-
quences, this leads to conformations roughly midway be-
tween the canonical allomorphs after 500 ps of simula-
tion. After this point, both sequences appear to oscillate
slowly within the midway zone. In contrast, starting from
mixed B/A conformations, with C3-endo puckers in the
central region of the oligomers, the trajectories are placed
immediately between the two canonical forms. S2-BAB
again shows slow oscillations between the two canonical
forms but, compared to S1-BAB, passes much more time
closer to the B canonical form.
This result is substantiated by comparing conformations
drawn from the B and BAB trajectories for each sequence
(Fig. 3). In the case of the S1 sequence, this leads to a clear
correspondence of conformations at the end of the B trajec-
tory with those at the beginning of the BAB trajectory.
RMSD values 3 Å are found within a block covering
400 ps of each trajectory. This notion of continuation
from B to BAB is in line with our original assumption that
the spontaneous sugar pucker changes seen in the first
trajectory would, with time, become more complete in the
central region of the oligomer. In the case of S2, the corre-
spondence between the two trajectories is much more ex-
tensive and excludes only two relatively limited areas at the
beginning and the end of both trajectories.
In order to interpret these trends more deeply, it is nec-
essary to look both at overall changes in backbone geome-
tries and in helical parameters, as well as at local deforma-
tions that can influence the fit of short oligomers with the
canonical reference conformations.
Backbone conformation
During the S2-B trajectory, the sugars make only relatively
limited transient excursions into the C3-endo domain (Fig.
4). This contrasts with the S1-B trajectory where, as we
have discussed earlier (Flatters et al., 1997a), several nucle-
otides, notably in the first strand of the TATA-box region,
spend long periods in this domain. This change can easily be
seen in a plot of the percentage time each nucleotide spends
in the O1-endo3C3-endo region (Fig. 5 a).
The S2-BAB trajectory also behaves differently from the
S1 sequence. In this case, all the thymines in the binding site
region repucker from C3-endo to O1-endo/C2endo al-
most simultaneously after 150 ps. Beyond this point they
only make rare excursions into the C3-endo domain. A
similar repuckering occurs for the adenines, but the change
occurs more slowly. It begins between 150 and 200 ps at the
5- and 3-ends of the manually repuckered region and then
progresses in the 533 sense for remaining nucleotides.
Overall, the transition covers the period of 600 ps (Fig. 4
b). After this conversion, as for the thymines, there are only
relatively rare excursions into the C3-endo domain. The
difference with the S1 sequence is again reflected in the
percentage of time nucleotides spend in the O1-
endo3C3-endo region over the latter part of the two
trajectories (Fig. 5 b). This plot, with limited exceptions at
the ends of the binding site region, shows clearly a less
A-like character for the S2 sequence.
Concerning the remaining backbone parameters, the only
notable deviations from canonical values concern coupled
changes in the  (C4-C3-O3-P) and  (C3-O3-P-O5)
dihedrals from tg to gt, which move the corresponding
phosphate groups from BI to BII conformations (Prive´ et al.,
1987). Such transitions occur more frequently for the S2
sequence than for S1, as shown in Fig. 6. However, such
events typically occur only once or twice for a given dinu-
cleotide step during the nanosecond trajectories. It is thus
impossible to conclude on the relative preference of differ-
FIGURE 3 RMSD comparison of structures taken from the B (horizon-
tal axis) and BAB (vertical axis) trajectories at intervals of 10 ps. All
shaded areas correspond to RMSD values for all non-hydrogen atoms of
better than 3 Å, darker shading indicating better superposition: (a) S1
sequence (RMSDmin 	 1.4 Å), (b) S2 sequence (RMSDmin 	 1.2 Å).
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ent steps for BII conformations. For both the S1 and S2
oligomers there are differences in BII populations between
the B and BAB trajectories. For S1, the principal difference
involves the terminal CpG step, which stays in a BII con-
formation for most of the B trajectory. For S2, the B
trajectory shows a much more widely spread presence of BII
phosphates.
Helical parameters
Overall, the S2 simulations, like those of S1, lie in between
the A and B conformations in terms of helical parameters. In
both sequences, mean Xdisp values fall 2 Å and 3 Å.
The only clear difference due to the sequence mutations
occurs during the latter portion (600–1000 ps) of the BAB
trajectories. During this period the S2 sequence moves away
from the A-form more rapidly and has a mean Xdisp of1.9
Å, compared to a value of 2.7 Å for S1. (Both B trajec-
tories give almost identical results around 2 Å.) Global
twist and rise values also lie generally below those of
canonical B-DNA, with twist oscillating around 30–34°
(with excursions down to 28° during the B trajectory) and
rise oscillating around 3.1–3.5 Å. Both of these parameters
show small amplitude fast oscillations (2° and 0.2 Å,
respectively, on a 10-ps time scale), superposed on large
amplitude, slow oscillations (6° and 0.4 Å, respectively,
on a 500-ps time scale). A similar indication of partially
A-like structure is given by the average local slide values,
which vary between 1 Å and 1.5 Å for both the
sequences studied, without showing much sequence depen-
dence. (These values can be compared to 0.1 Å for canon-
ical B-DNA and 1.9 Å for canonical A-DNA.) There is,
however, a difference between the two sequences in terms
of mean local roll, where the S2-B and S2-BAB trajectories
with values of 3.1° and 3.4°, respectively, both have dis-
tinctly smaller rolls than the 4.9° measured over the S1-
BAB run. (Again, these values should be compared with
those of canonical B-DNA 0.9° and canonical A-DNA
11.4°.) Finally, basepair inclination remains small (
2°) for
both sequences studied.
FIGURE 4 Time evolution of the sugar phase angles (°) for the central part of the S2 sequence, during the (a) S2-B and (b) S2-BAB trajectories. The
diagrams are oriented so that the 5-3 sense of the first strand points upward.
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It is interesting to compare these values to a CURVES
analysis of the DNA within the TBP-DNA co-crystal from
the Sigler group (Kim et al., 1993b). This structure, which
has a binding site with the S1 sequence, shows an average
Xdisp of 2.1 Å, a twist of 30°, and a rise of 3.4 Å. These
values are all similar to those seen with both the S1 and S2
sequences. However, protein binding also causes a major
change in basepair inclination, which adopts a mean value
of 21° (with a maximum of 31°) and average rolls which
become highly positive (mean 16°, maximum 40°). These
effects are clearly absent from the isolated DNA simulations
performed here.
If we look in more detail at basepair rolls, sequence-
dependent effects can be seen. Averaging over the S2 tra-
jectories shows strong positive rolls for YpR steps (CpG,
TpA) and small rolls for RpR (ApA) and RpY (GpC, ApT)
steps (Fig. 7). This was also the case for the S1 sequence,
with the exception of the small roll at the second TpA step
during the S1-B trajectory which, however, dramatically
increases during the BAB run. There are no such differences
between the S2-B and S2-BAB trajectories. It should be
noted that, for both the S1 and S2 sequences, ApA steps
generally maintain small positive rolls of2–3°. There also
seems to be a general trend toward smaller rolls at the
3-end of the A-tracts in both sequences.
Finally, in line with crystallographic (Goodsell and Dick-
erson, 1994) and earlier modeling results (Zhurkin et al.,
1979; Olson and Zhurkin, 1996) local basepair tilts are
much smaller than rolls, lying here within a range of 
2°
and showing no clear sequence-related behavior.
Helix bending
Fig. 8 summarizes the overall magnitude and direction of
bending for the S1 and S2 oligomers, using the analysis
technique described in the Methods section. As we have
discussed earlier (Flatters et al., 1997a), the S1-BAB trajec-
tory undergoes very strong bending three times during the
trajectory. The first two of these periods correspond to
FIGURE 5 Time-averaged percentage of sugar puck-
ers below 108° (i.e., O1-endo3C3-endo) for (a) the B
trajectories and (b) the latter part of the BAB trajectories
(600–1000 ps). The results for the S1 sequence are in
pale shading and those for the S2 sequence in dark
shading. The two stands are placed one after another
along the abscissa, respectively, in the 5-3 and 3-5
sense.
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bending mainly in the central part of the oligomer and show
a bending direction that is remarkably tightly constrained
around the major groove pseudodyad vector of the TATA-
box. This is almost identical to the direction of bending with
the TBP-DNA co-crystals (Kim et al., 1993b). When the
central section is weakly bent or when bending occurs
mainly at the 5-end of the oligomer (toward the end of the
trajectory) the bending direction is less constrained. In con-
trast, the S2-BAB trajectory shows both weaker and more
uniform magnitudes of bending and, although bending
again occurs mainly toward the major groove in the center
of the oligomer, the fluctuation in bending direction is
clearly greater (very similar results are obtained for the
S2-B trajectory).
If we limit our analysis to the central part of each se-
quence (repeating the CURVES calculations for these seg-
ments alone), equivalent results are found. As shown in Fig.
9, the TATATAA tract in S1 is typically bent by 20–30°,
while the TAAAAAAA tract in S2 is generally bent by
around 10°. It should be noted that the central tracts also
show a difference in bending anisotropy, with the more
flexible S1 tract bending much more sharply along the
central major groove dyad.
Groove geometry
Using CURVES, groove width can be measured continu-
ously along the oligomers (Stofer and Lavery, 1993) and
averaged over the dynamics trajectories. The results in Fig.
10 show that, in line with numerous experimental results
(see, for example, Drew and Dickerson, 1981; Nadeau and
Crothers, 1989), the A-tracts have narrower minor grooves
than the surrounding sequences. In addition, the short A-
tract in S1 shows a clear decrease in groove width in the
5-3 direction, in correlation with the hydroxy radical
cleavage experiments from the Tullius group (Burkhoff and
Tullius, 1987) and with NMR studies of hydrogen exchange
kinetics (Leroy et al., 1988, Katahira et al., 1988). In con-
trast, with the much longer A-tract in S2, this effect is not
visible.
RMSD triangulation
Finally, to return to an overall view of the conformations
obtained with each sequence, we have extended our RMSD
calculations by including a third, significant reference struc-
ture, namely the crystallographic conformation of DNA
contained within the TBP-DNA co-crystal (Kim et al.,
1993b). (Note that the comparison of S2 with the crystal
conformation involved editing the crystal structure to
change its base sequence, without changing the position or
orientation of the bases concerned.) The results are shown
schematically in Fig. 11 for conformations drawn from the
BAB trajectories of the S1 and S2 sequences at 550 ps,
when both sequences show relatively strong bending toward
the major groove. It is clearly seen that the S2 oligomer lies
closer to B-DNA than does S1, and further from both
A-DNA and the conformation complexed by TBP (termed
“TA-DNA,” following the notation proposed by Guzikev-
ich-Guerstein and Shakked, 1996).
DISCUSSION
On the basis of the data presented above, we can conclude
that both the S1 and S2 oligomers adopt conformations in
between those of A- and B-DNA and share some features of
DNA complexed by TBP. This is true both for the negative
average Xdisp values and the low average twist, but not for
FIGURE 6 Percentages of BII conformations occurring at each basepair
step for the (a) S1 sequence, and (b) S2 sequence. In both diagrams the
results for the B trajectory are shown in dark shading and those for the
BAB trajectory in pale shading.
FIGURE 7 Time-averaged local roll angles (°) for each trajectory
performed.
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the basepair inclinations or the rolls, which are much
smaller in the isolated DNA’s than in the protein complex.
However, the two mutations in sequence involved in
passing from S1 to S2 produce significant differences in the
dynamic and time-averaged behavior of these oligomers.
Overall, S1 drifts closer to the A-form than does S2, and
also stays closer to it after the introduction of C3-endo
sugars at the protein binding site. This is particularly clear
in the coupled transition of the sugars away from C3-endo
puckers during the first half of the S2-BAB trajectory. The
FIGURE 8 Magnitude and direction of overall bending during the (a) S1-BAB and (b) S2-BAB trajectories. Values are in degrees and direction is
measured with respect to the pseudodyad vector at the center of the TBP binding site (i.e., A7pT8 in S1 and A7pA8 in S2).
FIGURE 9 Magnitude and direction of bending for the central 8-bp tracts of the (a) S1-BAB and (b) S2-BAB trajectories. Values are in degrees and
direction is measured with respect to the pseudodyad vector at the center of the TBP binding site (i.e., A7pT8 in S1 and A7pA8 in S2).
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same difference is also reflected in the time-averaged values
of the sugar puckers, which are further from B-like puckers
for the S1 sequence, in the first strand of the TATA-box
during the B trajectories and in both strands of the protein
binding site during the BAB trajectories. Additional confir-
mation of these differences comes from the average heli-
coidal parameters, which show both less negative Xdisp and
smaller positive rolls for the S2 sequence.
Overall bending occurs with both sequences in the direc-
tion of the central major groove, as seen in the TBP-DNA
complex. However, it is significant that the S2 oligomer
bends much less and also less anisotropically than S1.
Bending is mainly linked to large positive rolls at YpR steps
(while RpY steps adopt rolls close to zero). This is in line
with the early propositions of Zhurkin and collaborators
(Zhurkin et al., 1979; Ulyanov and Zhurkin, 1984), with
crystallographic (Gorin et al., 1995) and NMR (Ulyanov
and James, 1995) data, and with our recent modeling studies
of superhelical polymeric DNA using JUMNA (Sanghani et
al., 1996). The general properties of the tracts of AT base-
pairs in these simulations thus appear to be more in line with
non-A tract models (Goodsell and Dickerson, 1994; Olson
and Zhurkin, 1996) than with dinucleotide ApA wedge
models. Lastly, the shorter A-tract in S1 and the much
longer A-tract in S2 share narrow minor groove widths and
small positive basepair rolls. Groove narrowing in the
533 sense is visible with the S1 sequence, but absent with
S2, where the eight AT pairs presumably come closer to the
uniform polymeric conformation of poly(dA)poly(dT).
This hypothesis would also explain the greater bending
rigidity of the S2 sequence mentioned above.
Concerning the central aim of this study, it has been
demonstrated that two point mutations in a TBP binding site
lead to easily measurable differences in dynamic and time-
averaged properties. In agreement with experimental mea-
surements, these differences suggest that the S2 sequence is
less well adapted to TBP binding by being globally less
close to an A-like conformation and in exhibiting weaker
and less anisotropic bending. These findings suggest that
molecular dynamics simulations using explicit water and
counterion representations and avoiding electrostatic trun-
cation are already capable of answering questions concern-
ing fine sequence-dependent behavior. We conclude from
the present study that the intrinsic properties of TBP binding
sites apparently play a significant role in determining the
quality of protein binding, subsequent structural deforma-
tions, and the corresponding functional changes.
To end with a word of caution, it is clear that nanosecond
scale simulations, although informative, cannot give a com-
plete view of the dynamic behavior of DNA oligomers,
since many conformational fluctuations occur on slower
time scales. It is also clear that the force fields and simula-
tion protocols chosen have important effects. Thus, recent
CHARMM simulations of seven DNA dodecamers contain-
ing various TBP binding sequences (Pastor et al., 1997)
show some global features in common with our simulations
(unwinding, negative slide, positive basepair roll, and some
evidence of bending toward the major groove), but do not
agree on certain sequence dependent effects, showing, for
example, strong positive rolls for RpY steps unlike the
positive values seen for YpR steps in our simulations.
However, differences in the analysis and the absence of any
sequence close to S2 make precise comparisons difficult.
The authors would like to thank IDRIS (Institut du De´veloppement et des
Ressources en Informatique Scientifique) for the attribution of Cray C98
resources and Matthew Young for many helpful discussions.
FIGURE 10 Time-averaged minor groove widths (Å) measured with
CURVES along the S1 (above) and S2 oligomers (below). Solid lines refer
to the B trajectories and dotted lines to the BAB trajectories.
FIGURE 11 Schematic diagram showing the RMSD values (Å) between
representative conformations of the S1 (open circle) and S2 (filled circle)
sequences during their BAB trajectories with respect to canonical B-DNA,
A-DNA, and “TA-DNA,” the conformation of DNA complexed with TBP
(Kim et al., 1993b). The comparison is made for using conformations of
each oligomer occurring at 550 ps into the simulation as is limited to the
central 12 bp of each sequence.
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